YRAC ‘BUMP, SET, SPIKE!’
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT RULES:

1. Maximum number of 2 males on the court during each set.
2. Sets are won by scoring 21 points; if the game is tied, play is to continue until
one team achieves a 2 point advantage. (Cap is 24)
3. A match is won by the team that wins two sets.
4. In Playoffs, in case of 1-1 tie, the 3rd set is played to 15 points, winner winning
by 2. (cap 17)
5. Players must remain on their side when at the net; any interference under
the net is a foul and a point will be given to opposing team.
6. All contact with the ball must be clean; no catching, throwing, pushing,
scooping lifting or carrying. All Sets, must be clean; no double touch
7. Maximum 3 contacts per each side; a block does not count as a hit
8. Blocking/spiking serve is not permitted
9. No foot faults allowed during serve
10. No contact can made with the net; if so, point is given to opposing team
11. Ball is considered ‘in’ if makes contact with boundary lines; teams are to
ensure boundary lines are straight
12. Players may play the ball using any parts of their body; including feet, head,
shoulder and chest, as long as it does not violate point 6.
13. Players must serve the ball in sequential order; unlimited serves per player
while in possession of the ball.
14. Serves off the net are in play.
15. Points given to teams who win the serve, return the ball (spike/roll shot/any
method that lands in court), wins the rally; points given to opposing team if
player(s) fault.
16. Captains must verify scores at the end of each set/match
17. Teams must switch sides at 10 points. (one switch per each set)
18. Substitute comes into the serving position

